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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a generalized formula for
generating puncturing patterns for block-type low-density paritycheck (B-LDPC) codes with dual-diagonal parity structure. The
proposed formula distributes punctured bits uniformly in the
zigzag edge connections, as well as maximizes the minimum
recovery speed and the reliability of each punctured node. Also,
the proposed puncturing can be applied to any B-LDPC code
with dual-diagonal parity structure and can provide efficient bitwise puncturing patterns even when the number of puncturing
bits is not equal to an integer multiple of the block size.
Simulation results show that the proposed punctured B-LDPC
codes are better than existing punctured B-LDPC codes and even
dedicated B-LDPC codes used in commercial standards.
Index Terms—Block-type LDPC code, rate-compatible code,
hybrid ARQ.
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I. INTRODUCTION

OW-density parity-check (LDPC) codes have emerged
as very powerful channel codes due to their better performance and lower decoding complexity compared to turbo
codes. However, the large and sparse parity-check matrix of
an LDPC code results in serious drawbacks such as high
encoding complexity and large memory requirement. To overcome these problems, quasi-cyclic LDPC codes [1] with dualdiagonal structure, called block-type LDPC (B-LDPC) code,
have been proposed [2][3]. These allow us an efficient method
of encoding in linear time with complexity proportional to
the codeword length [4]. In addition, such B-LDPC codes can
support various codeword lengths while reducing the memory
requirements and providing performance comparable to solid
randomly constructed LDPC codes. Due to such advantages,
IEEE 802.16e adopted them as an optional forward error correction (FEC) code scheme [3]. Even so, rate incompatibility
remains a major drawback compared to turbo codes. Thus,
several parity-check matrices are required to support various
code rates, and a hybrid automatic repeat and request (HARQ) using incremental redundancy (IR) cannot be supported
in IEEE 802.16e. Recently, several puncturing techniques for
randomly constructed LDPC codes have been proposed, such
as those in [5]-[8]. Although they show relatively good error
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performance, the puncturing patterns must be obtained through
a non-deterministic and non-real time algorithm. Thus, a large
amount of memory is required to prepare several bit-wise
puncturing patterns at both a transmitter and a receiver, especially when the number of possible code rates and codeword
lengths is not small. In [9], some simple block-wise puncturing
patterns for B-LDPC codes with dual-diagonal parity structure
were proposed based on maximizing the number of surviving
check nodes of each punctured bit. However, only a few
block-wise puncturing patterns for given B-LDPC codes were
offered without any generalization. In addition, those are
useless when the number of puncturings is not equal to an
integer multiple of the block size.
In this paper, we propose a deterministic and structured bitwise puncturing method for B-LPDC codes with dual-diagonal
parity structure. The proposed puncturing can be applied to
any B-LDPC codes with dual-diagonal parity structure, thus
allowing any amount of bit-wise puncturing with comparable
performance to dedicated B-LDPC codes. In addition, owing
to the block-type dual-diagonal parity structure, structured
puncturing patterns can be obtained by using simple equations.
Thus, we do not need to buffer several complex puncturing
patterns at either a transmitter or a receiver, but rather generate the puncturing patterns in real time using the proposed
formula. Here, the number of k-step recoverable (k-SR) nodes
[6]-[9] at the lowest value of k is maximized using the
proposed block grouping, which selects the location of an
unpunctured bit as close to a punctured bit as possible. Here,
a k-SR node denotes a punctured variable node whose log
likelihood ratio (LLR) value begins to be updated from its
surviving check nodes at the kth iteration. In addition, the
punctured bits are distributed as uniformly as possible through
all connections (paths) composed of only parity variable
nodes in the Tanner graph associated with the parity check
matrix by using both the proposed uniform sequence and the
proposed permutation. Since the punctured bits are distributed
uniformly, the performance degradation due to the puncturing
is also distributed evenly. Thus, the proposed puncturing
is expected to enhance the overall decoding performance,
especially when the amount of puncturing becomes large. This
will be justified from the simulation results.
II. B-LDPC CODES WITH D UAL -D IAGONAL PARITY
S TRUCTURE
An LDPC code is defined by an m by n parity check matrix,
where n is the length of the codeword and m is the number
of parity check bits in the codeword. An m by n parity check
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matrix H of a B-LDPC code can be defined using the submatrices:
⎡
⎤
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where Pai,j denotes a z × z sub-matrix (denoted as a block
in the sequel), which is either an ai,j times circularly-shifted
version of a z × z identity matrix or a zero matrix. Here,
H can be partitioned as H = [(Hs )zmb ×zkb |(Hp )zmb ×zmb ],
where Hs (Hp ) corresponds to the systematic (parity) bits,
n = znb , m = zmb , and kb = nb − mb . In addition, the
dual-diagonal parity structure, Hp , is further partitioned as
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where the matrix Ho has three non-zero blocks and Hd is
the zmb × z(mb − 1) matrix with dual-diagonal blocks. Here,
the block at the ith row and the jth column of Hd is equal
to a z × z identity matrix when i = j, is equal to Pbi when
i = j + 1, and is a zero matrix elsewhere. Note that the row
block location of Pp is conventionally chosen at about half of
m [3], even though it can be selected arbitrarily [2]. This parity
structure allows us a linear time efficient encoding, especially
when the following equation is satisfied [2].
 m
m
b

q=

b

bi
i=1

mod z and p =

−

bi

mod z.

(3)

i=l+1

Here, Pp is assumed to be located at the lth row block of
Ho . Note that the LDPC codes used in IEEE 802.16e [3] are
special cases of the B-LDPC code with b2 = b3 = . . . =
bmb = 0. In this case, b1 = q and p = 0 from (3). Here,
q is selected to be prime with the block size z. Then, all the
parity blocks themselves make (z + 2) block cycles, as defined
in [2]: one 2l-block cycle, one 2(mb − l + 1)-block cycle, and
z 2mb -block cycles. Note that each kind of the block cycles
makes a cycle with a length of 2zl, a cycle with a length of
2z(mb − l + 1) and z parallel cycles with a length of 2mb by
proposition 3 in [2], which will be denoted as connections 1,
2, and 3 in this paper, respectively.
III. T HE PROPOSED PUNCTURING METHOD
Because all parity bits (all candidate bits for puncturing)
are connected through the zigzag edge connections, grouping
k-SR nodes and controlling the reliability of each k-SR node
can be conveniently achieved in the Tanner graph associated
with Hp only. Also, owing to the dual-diagonal parity block
structure common in any B-LDPC code, we can obtain a
general puncturing formula.
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The proposed block grouping.

Before beginning the puncturing process, we first group the
candidate puncturing blocks to maximize the number of kSR nodes at the lowest value of k. Here, only the blocks of
degree-2 nodes are selected to allocate the surviving check
nodes evenly to each punctured node. Initially, the (2n + 1)th
blocks (n = 0, 1, ..., mb /2 − 1) are selected as the first
candidate blocks. By doing so, mb z/2 1-SR nodes can be
obtained (maximized) and the number of surviving check
nodes of each 1-SR node becomes 2 (that is, each 1-SR
node can receive the LLR messages from all its neighboring
unpunctured bits). When all bits in the first selected blocks
are punctured, 2(2n + 1)th blocks (n = 0, 1, ..., mb /4 − 1)
are then selected as the second candidate blocks. By doing
so, mb z/4 2-SR nodes can be obtained (maximized) and the
number of surviving check nodes of each 2-SR node becomes
2 (that is, each 2-SR node can receive the LLR messages from
all its neighboring 1-SR nodes). In this way, at the tth step,
2t−1 -SR nodes (t = 1, 2, ...) in the 2t−1 (2n + 1)th blocks
(n = 0, 1, ..., mb /2t − 1) are selected as the tth candidate
blocks to maximize the number of 2t−1 -SR nodes until the
number of remaining unpunctured blocks becomes an odd
number. If there remain an odd number of unpunctured blocks,
all those with degree-2 nodes are selected as the last candidate
blocks. In Fig. 1, the proposed block grouping is shown.
Using the proposed grouping, the proposed puncturing
algorithm can be summarized by the following procedure. At
first, the group index, t, and the current number of punctured
bits, i, are initialized to 1 and 0, respectively; the puncturing
process continues until i is equal to Np . If mb /2t is an integer
and there are remaining candidate blocks in the current group
(i < (2t − 1)mb z/2t), the location of the ith puncturing
bit is determined by L1 (i). When all the candidate blocks
in the current group are punctured, the group index, t, is
increased by 1. If mb /2t is not an integer (i.e., there are an
odd number of unpunctured blocks), the location of the ith
puncturing bit is determined by L2 (i). After puncturing one
bit, i is increased by 1 and the process continues. In Fig. 2, the
proposed puncturing pattern generation algorithm is shown.
Determining the ith puncturing location, either L1 (i) or
L2 (i), can be divided into the two steps: the block selection
and the bit selection in the chosen block. Here, we consider
three strategies. All strategies choose only one bit at a given
time from a selected block. The first method is to choose
the leftmost unpunctured candidate block and the leftmost
unpunctured bit in the selected block at each time (denoted as
the ‘grouping only’ method in the sequel). Note that this is a
simple and straightforward way but cannot guarantee uniform
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sequence as the block selection sequence. Let us define K1t (i)
and K2t (i) as

Initialize t=1, i=0

START

i < Np ?

No

FINISH

Yes
Yes

t=t+1

No

i<

mb
is an integer?
2t

Yes
Compute L1( i )

i=i+1

Fig. 2. The flow chart of the proposed bit-wise puncturing pattern generation.

distribution of punctured bits. In this case, the location of the
punctured bits is determined as
G
t−1
(2mod(i/z, mb/2t ) + 1)z + mod(i, z),(4)
LP
1 (i) = 2
G
t−1
(2mod(I t (i), J t ) + 2)z + mod(i, z),
(5)
LP
2 (i) = 2

where mod(x, y)  x mod y, I t (i) = i/z − (mb − J t − 1),
J t = mb /2t−1 − 1, and c denotes the greatest integer not
exceeding c. Here, the superscript PG denotes that only the
proposed block grouping is used. In (4) and (5), the first term
determines the block location and the second term determines
the bit location within the block.
Although the ‘grouping only’ method can maximize the
minimum recovery speed due to the proposed grouping, there
exist bit nodes with much lower reliability than others because
a uniform distribution in the connections is not achieved;
this degrades the overall decoding performance. In order to
distribute the punctured bits more uniformly, we propose a
uniform selection sequence1 among the n samples, un , which
is defined as
u1 = {0},
u2k = {uk (0), uk (0) + k, uk (1), uk (1) + k, ...,
uk (k − 1), uk (k − 1) + k},

2t−1 (2umb /2t (mod(i/z, mb /2t )) + 1), (9)

K2t (i) =

2t−1 (2uJ t (mod(I t (i), J t )) + 2).

(10)

Then, (4) and (5) are modified using the proposed block
selection sequence as follows.

No

2t –1
mb z
2t

Compute L1( i )

K1t (i) =

(6)
(7)

u2k+1 = {k, uk (0), uk (0) + k + 1, uk (1), uk (1) + k + 1, ...,
(8)
uk (k − 1), uk (k − 1) + k + 1},
where k is a natural number and un (i), i = 0, 1, ..., n − 1,
denotes the ith element in the sequence un . Note that the
sequence un can be obtained in a recursive manner so
that it can be easily computed in a real-time processor.
Also, note that any partial sequence of un with the form
{un (jn/2k + 0), un (jn/2k + 1), ..., un ((j + 1)n/2k − 1)},
k = 1, 2, ..., log2 n and j = 0, 1, ..., 2k − 1, is also a uniform
selection sequence. Therefore, the punctured bits can be
distributed quite uniformly within a graph using the uniform
1 In the special case where n is a power of 2, u is the same to the bit
n
reverse order commonly used in fast Fourier transform (FFT).

B
LP
1 (i) =

K1t (i)z + mod(i, z),

(11)

B
LP
2 (i)

K2t (i)z

(12)

=

+ mod(i, z).

Here, the superscript PB denotes that the proposed block
grouping and the proposed block selection sequence are used.
Note that the locations of the punctured bits are roughly
uniform within the connections due to the proposed block
selection sequence. However, because every non-zero block,
P a(i,j) for a(i, j) = 0, permutes its connections, a careful
bit selection process is required to choose puncturing bits
uniformly within the overall permuted connections when the
number of puncturings is not an integer multiple of z.
To distribute the punctured bits most uniformly in the overall permuted connections, the proposed bit selection process
using both the uniform sequence and the permutation can be
performed as follows: the bits in a block are punctured in the
order determined by uz (i) and uz (i), which is defined as
uz (i) =

l

mod(mod(p +

bk , z)uz (i), z),

(13)

k=1

uz (i) =

mb

mod(mod(p − q +

bk , z)uz (i), z), (14)
k=l+1

for i = 0, 1, ..., z. Then, the location of the ith punctured bit
is determined by
rop
(i)=
LP
1

K1t (i)z + cz (mod(i, z)),

rop
(i)=
LP
2

K2t (i)z + dz (mod(i, z)),
uz (mod(i, z)), if K1t (i) ≤
uz (mod(i, z)), otherwise,
uz (mod(i, z)), if K2t (i) ≤
uz (mod(i, z)), otherwise.

cz (mod(i, z)) =
dz (mod(i, z)) =

(15)
(16)
l,

(17)

l,

(18)

Note that in (15) and (16), we can distribute the punctured bits
uniformly in the overall permuted zigzag connections using
the proposed block grouping, block selection, and bit selection
processes. Also, note that when bi = 0 for 2 ≤ i ≤ mb as in
[3], (13) and (14) can be simplified as
uz (i) =

uz (i) =

mod(b1 uz (i), z),

(19)

mod((z − q)uz (i), z),

(20)

for i = 0, 1, ..., z. Simple examples of the ‘grouping only’
method and the proposed method are shown in Fig. 3 when
z = 4, b1 = q = 1, p = bi = 0 for 2 ≤ i ≤ 8 and the total
number of bits for puncturing, Np , is 6. Here, blocks 1, 3,
5, and 7 are selected as the first candidate blocks. Then, the
six bit nodes in the selected blocks are punctured in the order
determined by each strategy. As shown in Fig. 3, the ‘grouping
only’ method first selects the leftmost unpunctured block
among all first candidate blocks and the leftmost unpunctured
bit of the block. After puncturing six bits, the distribution of
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the punctured bits is not uniform in connections 1, 2, and 3,
as shown in Fig. 3. However, the proposed method chooses
a block using the proposed block selection and bit selection
process. Note that the first four bits are determined using
the sequence uz and last two bits are determined using the
sequence uz . From Fig. 3, it is seen that the six punctured
bits are distributed uniformly in all three connections.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In Fig. 4, the performances of the four puncturing bit
selection methods are compared. Here, the B-LDPC code with
a rate of 1/2, n=2304, and z=96 in [3] is used as the mother
code and the B-LDPC code with a rate of 5/6 (7/8) is made by

puncturing 922 (987) parity bits from the mother code. Note
that the number of punctured bits is not divided by z (=96) and
the method in [9] cannot be applied. Here ‘LF’ denotes the
method of selecting the leftmost bit first for puncturing without
using the proposed block grouping. Thus, the performance
is severely degraded because there are many k-SR nodes
with relatively large values of k. ‘PG/LFB/WBS’ denotes
the process of using the proposed grouping and the leftmost
block selection as in ‘grouping only’ method. The bit selection
method intentionally chooses a bit right after the permutation
(the worst bit selection). Looking at the performance difference between the ‘LF’ and ‘PG/LFB/WBS’ cases, it can be
seen that the proposed block grouping significantly improves
the performance of a punctured B-LDPC code. Although some
similar block grouping patterns were suggested in [9], the
proposed block grouping is a generalized method applicable to
any B-LDPC code with dual-diagonal parity structure. Among
the four bit-wise puncturing methods, the proposed puncturing
shows the best FER performance. Moreover, the performance
difference between the proposed method and ‘PG/LFB/WBS’
case shows that the proposed block selection and bit selection
process contributes a non-negligible performance gain. Finally,
it is seen that the ‘grouping only’ method shows a performance
somewhere between that of the proposed method and that of
‘PG/LFB/WBS’. Thus, we can also use it without a severe
performance degradation when the permutation information
of the mother code is not given.
In Fig. 5, the proposed punctured B-LDPC codes with rates
of 2/3 (n=1728) and 3/4 (n=1536) from the same mother code
are compared with the dedicated B-LDPC codes in [3] and the
turbo codes in [10] with the same rates. From the results,
it is clear that the proposed punctured B-LDPC codes are
comparable to the dedicated B-LDPC codes and much better
than the turbo codes from a moderate to high SNR region.
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In this paper, a deterministic and structured method was
proposed to generate puncturing patterns of B-LDPC codes
with dual-diagonal parity structure. This method does not
require memory for buffering puncturing patterns at either a
transmitter or a receiver, and can provide an easy calculation of the puncturing pattern by using the zigzag structure
of the parity check matrix. From the simulation results, it
was shown that the proposed B-LDPC codes perform better
than the dedicated B-LDPC codes or turbo codes used in
commercial standards. Thus, we can substitute the mandatory
turbo code or the optional B-LDPC codes of several rates in
[3] with the proposed puncturing formula and a single good
mother B-LDPC code to obtain both complexity reduction and
performance improvement. In addition, any kind of H-ARQ
technique can be applied by using the proposed punctured BLDPC codes.
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